
The Groove of total devastation vs. Darth Maul with Fairy 
Wings that looks like a Giraffe! 
Scene opens with all standing waving tree like arms! 
Narrator: Meanwhile in the dimension of Bassa-tron at the headquarters of 
the one and only Lowvengers are going thru their daily training.  
Action: All sway like trees and then bounce when names are called. 
Freeze Frame (who has the power to freeze time, and can make all your 
pictures look good, and also can leviate). Farth Dader (who controls all the 
flies and has laser which come from his eyes, he also has the most 
awesomely high sqeaky voice in the land) and NO Speed Limit (nicknamed 
Speed-o-meter) (is so fast he can run across the galaxy and also has just 
the weirdest goofy eyes which distract all evil villians) .  Please observe 
how their amazing monkey arms are using the force of abbubaba to 
perform the most unique sounds the universe has ever experienced. 
Please enjoy this usually unoticed moment. (all bow other side of bridge 
and then bow) Say  Weird and Wacky and potentially Dangerous bass 
awesomeness!  All raise bows and say Up like a twin engine fighter Down 
like a landing pos Back and forth like a lightsaber round and round the 
Death Star  Feel the force Lowevegers!

And now you’ve been waiting all of the past 60 seconds just to see the 2nd 
most incredible sound in the world (1st one being the sound of rubbing two 
pickles together). This time we will witness it in slow motion.....

Make sound and move thumb

Just about that time the emergency signal goes off.......Apparently there are 
large large willow trees growing far into the galaxy and It looks like the most 
evil of all evil villians Darth Maul with fairy wings that looks like a cute 
Girrafe  is destroying the amusment park made of Jello....Play the troll 
song! 

Oh No The groove of total devastion isn’t quite working what should we do? 
Maybe No Speed Limit can throw a few crazy eyes to distract the Army of 
choco-melts from destroying the bouncy sugarcoaster Only way we can 



ask him is to make the basses of willow tree growing out of them ring with 
the Son Premiere! 
Miles bows Grevious.  
Varth Dader can you open a can of flies to make these things stop being 
such Meanie-bo-beanins.  Johnny bows Boba Fett! 
Freeze Frame can you use your abilities and destroy  that platoon of mushy 
brown tastiness? JoJO bows D. 

Nothing seems to be working? What do we do? 
All look a miles and he plays chewbacca. All join in.
That still isn’t working and these Chocolate bars don’t taste very good.
Johnny plays Han Solo

Oh no it’s still not enough. I think it’s time to call the master himself....
JoJO bows Yoda Yoda Jedi.... 

Lowverngers I think it’s time to show them who is boss! Break out the 
the Groove...........Of total Devastation! 
Play Groove of total D! 
There is no end in sight for our fearless team. I Think it’s time to bring out 
the HOOK...................Of total Devastation!!!!

Play Hook and then! 
CHOCOLATE GOES EVERYWHERE LIKE THE DEATH STAR OF 
CHOCOLATE EXPLODING INTO A MILLION TINY LITTLE GIRAFFES 
WITH REALLY UNPROPORTIONALY LARGE WINGS! 

All is Saved so lets all Jelly!

Johnny will say this: Why was the Jello upset? Because it was in a Jam

Weird and Wacky Potentially Dangerous 

We Might lose someone or 

Put out and Eye!



Weird and Wacky Potentially Dangerous 

Creativity 

is the only way 

to survive! 

END THE!!! 


